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Methylene blue photoinactivation abolishes West
Nile virus infectivity in vivo
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Abstract
The prevalence of West Nile virus (WNV) infections and associated morbidity has accelerated in recent years. Of particular concern is the
recent demonstration that this virus can be transmitted by blood products and can cause severe illness and mortality in transfusion recipients.
We have evaluated methylene blue (MB) + light as a safe and cost-effective means to inactivate WNV in vitro. This regimen inactivated WNV
with an IC50 of 0.10 M. Up to 107 pfu/ml of WNV could be inactivated by MB + light with no residual infectivity. MB + light inactivated
three primary WNV isolates from the years 1999, 2002 and 2003 and prevented mortality in a murine model for WNV infection. Since MB is
already approved for human use at a dose of 100 mg/kg/day, we conjecture that MB + light treatment of blood products for high-risk patients
will be efficacious and suitable for use in resource-limited settings.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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WNV belongs to the Flaviviridae, a family of over 70
related viruses (Murphy et al., 1995). WNV is an enveloped
single-stranded positive sense RNA virus with a genome of
approximately 11 kb encoding for three structural genes and
seven non-structural genes. WNV is maintained in nature
through an enzootic cycle involving mosquitoes and birds.
Recent reports show that WNV can also be passed from
human to human by blood transfusion (Iwamoto et al., 2003;
Pealer et al., 2003). With the recent epidemic increase in
WNV prevalence in the U.S. (CDC, 1999, 2002; Enserink,
2002; Lanciotti et al., 1999), we can expect a rise in WNV
positive blood donors and a rising need for methods to inactivate WNV in blood products.
The drug Methylene Blue (MB) has seen limited use to
inactivate HIV in blood products (Lambrecht et al., 1991;
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Mohr et al., 2004). Here, we report the sensitivity of WNV
to MB. MB (Sigma Inc. St. Louis, MO, USA) at 20 M was
mixed with WNV virus (strain OK02) in 1 ml volume and
after incubation in the dark for 20 m, the mixture was photoinactivated for 10 m with fluorescent white light (10 cm
distance from a 40 W fluorescent white culture hood light at
room temperature). Starting with a concentration of 20 M
MB, 10-fold serial dilutions down to a concentration of
0.002 M were used to inactivate 107 pfu of WNV yielding
an estimated IC50 of 0.10 M (Fig. 1A).
The inactivation of viral RNA by MB occurs in a lightdependent manner (reviewed in Floyd et al., 2004). Therefore,
we compared 20 M MB-treated WNV with and without
exposure to light. Fig. 1B shows two dilutions of OK02 WNV
that were either subjected to light exposure as before or incubated in the dark and plated on Vero cells. These doses represent the upper limit of WNV concentrations found in human
plasma to date (Pealer et al., 2003). Upon light exposure
MB completely inactivated both dilutions of virus. Without
light exposure, MB was unable to diminish WNV infectivity
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Fig. 1. (A) Titration of MB + light activity against West Nile Virus. Plaque-forming units (107 pfu) of West Nile virus were treated with the indicated concentration
of MB. Shown is the yield of infectious West Nile virus (y-axis) plotted against the concentration of MB used for treatment of the virus (x-axis). The limit of
detection of the plaque-assay for WNV is 1 pfu/ml. (B) Picture of Vero cell monolayers in T25 flasks stained with Geimsa after infection with two different
amounts of West Nile virus (8 × 104 and 1.6 × 104 pfu) that had been mixed with 20 M MB and exposed (upper row) or not exposed (lower row) to white
light for 10 min. OK02 (C) and OK03 (D) strains of West Nile virus were either mock-treated () or treated with 2 M MB (), diluted as indicated on the
x-axis and placed onto confluent monolayers of Vero cells in T25 flasks. Shown is the yield of infectious virus (y-axis) plotted against the dilution (x-axis) of
the treated an untreated samples. (E) Immunocompetent BalbC/j and (F) immunodeficient (C.B.17-SCID) mice were infected with either 104 pfu of WNV i.p.
(), or with 104 WNV previously treated with 20 M MB i.p. (䊉). The plot shows the percent survival at each day post-inoculation (n = 5 for each group).

and the cellular monolayer was completely destroyed by the
virus.
While MB + L can inactivate many RNA viruses (Floyd
et al., 2004), using phage Qbeta as a model system, we concluded that MB + L caused the cross-linking of viral RNA to
viral proteins in a singlet oxygen-mediated process (reviewed

in Floyd et al., 2004). Basic mechanistic studies using isolated
RNA and isolated viral protein showed that the dsRNA region
can also be cross-linked to the viral protein by MB + L. At
this point it is unresolved whether MB + L exhibits sequence
preferences or specificity. Hence, we considered the possibility that the inactivation of one particular strain of WNV may
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not necessarily reflect the efficacy of MB against other strains
of WNV. To test the ability of MB + L to inactivate multiple
WNV strains, MB was also tested against WNV strains OK02
and OK03 representing recent primary U.S. isolates. WNV
(5 × 103 pfu) were incubated with 2 M MB + L (Fig. 1C
and D) and treated and mock-treated virus plated at indicated
dilutions. MB photoinactivated both strains of WNV. MB + L
also inactivated the prototypical NY99 strain of WNV (data
not shown).
Next, we infected one group of BalbC/j mice (n = 5) with a
dose of 104 pfu/animal of WNV strain OK02. By day 9 only
40% of the mice were alive. By day 10 all mice (100%) had
succumbed to infection, yielding a mean survival of time of
9.4 days (Fig. 1, panel E). We then tested the ability of MB to
block WNV strain OK02 lethal infection in mice. Reinforcing the results obtained tissue culture-based assays for WNV
infectivity, 100% of the mice infected with 104 pfu of 20 M
MB-treated WNV were still alive at day 15 (Fig. 1, panel E).
The difference in survival was significant to p ≤ 0.0015 at
day 15 using Log-Rank test.
An active immune system within the BalbC/j mice could
contribute to blocking infection in the MB-treated group. It
is possible that if only a few infectious particles survived the
MB photoinactivation then the host immune response would
impede the disease. To rule out this possibility, we repeated
the experiment using severe-combined immune deficient
(SCID) mice. Two groups of C.B.17-SCID mice (n = 5 per
group) were infected i.p. with 104 pfu of MB-treated or mocktreated virus. Sixty percent of the untreated group succumbed
to infection by day 8, and all mice in this group were dead
by day 9 (Fig. 1, panel F). This yields a mean survival of
9.4 days, which was almost identical to that of the BalbC/j
mice. Similar to the BalbC/j mice animals injected with MBtreated WNV survived to day 15 and beyond. At day 15 p.i.,
we calculated p ≤ 0.0031 by Log-Rank test of survival. This
result rules out the possibility that host immunity played a
role in stopping WNV disease in these mice.
These experiments demonstrate the efficacy of MB to photoinactivate WNV in tissue culture and, for the first time,
demonstrate the absence of residual infectivity in an animal model of WNV infection. This result is consistent with
prior work on MB (Mohr et al., 2004) and extends those
studies in important ways: (i) MB + light was able to inactive multiple independent low-passage isolates of WNV from
recent outbreaks 2002 and 2003; (ii) we determined the IC50
to be 0.10 M; when a concentration of 20 M MB was
used a reduction of 107 pfu was achieved, which is higher
than any WNV titer found in human blood products to date;
(iii) MB + light-inactivated virus was no longer infectious in
an animal model of WNV infection. Laboratory mice are
very sensitive to WNV infection (Beasley et al., 2002, 2003;
Kramer and Bernard, 2001; Perelygin et al., 2002; Samuel,
2002). As little as 1 pfu/animal can be lethal and 103 pfu
causes mortality in 100% of infected animals within 7–8
days. MB + L treatment completely block-associated morbidity and mortality at challenge doses of 103 (data not shown)

and 104 pfu (Fig. 1) per animal. MB has been used in the treatment of humans for many years. It is safe with the longest
reported oral use for up to 19 months at 100 mg/kg (∼50 M
in blood) twice daily with no reported side effects (Naylor
et al., 1986). DiSanto and Wagner (1972) report that MB
is absorbed orally and has a half-life of about 10 h. The in
vivo half-life for MB + L-inactivated WNV still remains to be
established, but our animal experiments imply that MB + Linactivated WNV particles have no toxic side effects either.
Use of this technology to inactivate a wide range of viruses in
blood products will help to lessen the ever-increasing threat
of viral infection from blood transfusion. It should also be
noted that while blood is currently tested for infectious agents
such as HIV-1, hepatitis C, and WNV; the blood units testing
positive cannot be used. MB + L technology could combat
blood shortages by rendering these once useless blood samples useful again. Using MB + L treatment to disinfect blood
and blood products is currently under evaluation, though
some damage to platelets has also been reported (Wagner
and Skripchenko, 2003; Dodd, 1994).
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